Aspect words, indicating opinion targets, are essential in expressing and understanding human opinions. To identify aspects, most previous efforts focus on using sequence tagging models trained on human-annotated data. This work studies unsupervised aspect extraction and explores how words appear in global context (on sentence level) and local context (conveyed by neighboring words). We propose a novel neural model, capable of coupling global and local representation to discover aspect words. Experimental results on two benchmarks, laptop and restaurant reviews, show that our model significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art models from previous studies evaluated with varying metrics. Analysis on model output show our ability to learn meaningful and coherent aspect representations. We further investigate how words distribute in global and local context, and find that aspect and non-aspect words do exhibit different context, interpreting our superiority in unsupervised aspect extraction.
Introduction
Opinion, one of the main factors shaping human behavior, is crucial to our daily activities (Liu, 2012) . Every choice we make in our life, ranging from where to go for a Friday dinner to which job offer to pick up, is largely influenced by what other people think. To help individuals navigate decision-making processes, there exists growing attentions on opinion mining algorithms that distill massive opinion-rich texts -such as digital product reviews (Poddar et al., 2017) and social media discussions (Dusmanu et al., 2017 ) -into the opinionated information we need. Towards human opinion understanding, it is essential to figure out what target the opinion centers around. After all, previous studies have long pointed out that human language mostly conveys opinion with aspect and sentiment words (Liu, 2012) . In this work, we focus on aspect extraction, targeting at the recognition of words indicating opinion aspects (henceforth aspect words). We believe developing effective aspect extraction models will benefit a broad range of compelling applications, such as aspect-based sentiment classification , opinion summarization (Wu et al., 2016) , trending event tracking , and so forth.
To date, most progress made in aspect extraction has focused on training sequence tagging models on human-annotated data (Li and Lam, 2017; Xu et al., 2018; Wang and Pan, 2018) . However, acquiring manual labels will inevitably undergo an expensive data annotation process and is hence difficult to scale for datasets from new domain or language. In this work, we explore how aspect words can be discovered in a fully unsupervised manner. We are inspired by the linguistic phenomenon that aspect words generally distinguish themselves from other words in their occurrence patterns within global and local context. Here global context refers to how pairs of words co-occur with each other at sentence level (without considering word order and can be extended to capture document-level context), while local context means what neighbors a word has.
To illustrate why global and local context can work together to indicate aspect words, Table 1 shows two sentences from laptop review benchmark (Pontiki et al., 2016) . As can be seen from R1, aspect words "price" and "laptop" tend to appear together in R1-like sentences concerning "laptop price". As for R2, its aspect words "i7", though not co-occurring with other aspects, have similar neighbors "for the" in local context with "price", which reveals its high likelihood of being aspect words, the same as "price".
Inspired by the phenomenon above, we propose a novel unsupervised model capable of coupling global and local context to discover aspect word clusters. Our model is built on the success of topic models in aspect extraction (Lin and He, 2009; Brody and Elhadad, 2010; Zhao et al., 2010) . It is attributed to their ability to form latent topics with words likely to co-occur in a subset of sentences instead of widely appearing in the entire corpus (Blei et al., 2003) . These words happen to exhibit similar patterns of how aspect words occur on sentence level (Lin and He, 2009 ). However, the above methods, only exploiting global context, are arguably suboptimal for largely ignoring the rich information delivered by local context. Some recent work (He et al., 2017) , on the other way around, focus on using local context, yet ignore its coupled effects with global context.
Our work, to the best of our knowledge, is the first to explore how global and local context jointly indicate aspect words. Moreover, taken advantage of the recent advances in neural topic models (Miao et al., 2017; Srivastava and Sutton, 2017) , we enable end-to-end learning of global and local representation, where the interaction between them contributed to aspect recognition can be automatically captured.
In experiments, we first compare our model with existing unsupervised models on aspect extraction. The results on restaurant and laptop reviews show that our model outperforms state-ofthe-art approaches using global or local context only. For example, we achieve 36.1 F1 on laptop dataset, compared with 32.9 produced by He et al. (2017) . Further discussions demonstrate our capability of capturing meaningful representations from global and local context, which interprets our superiority in aspect extraction. In addition, we empirically analyze global and local word context on our datasets. The results confirm that aspect words indeed vary in their global and local context compared with non-aspect ones, hence providing useful clues for aspect identification.
Related Work
Our work is mainly in the line with aspect extraction research. On this task, early studies mostly focus on the design of hand crafted rules (Hu and Liu, 2004; Zhuang et al., 2006; Qiu et al., 2011) or features (Jin et al., 2009; . Recently, the propose of neural models enables automatic representation learning without laborintensive feature engineering (Wang et al., , 2017 Li and Lam, 2017; Xu et al., 2018; Wang and Pan, 2018) . These supervised models, rely on manually annotated data, thus restricted in their scaling ability for new domain or language. Instead, our work, focusing on unsupervised aspect extraction, can discover aspect words via exploiting how words occur in global and local context.
Our work is inspired by the unsupervised methods capturing latent aspect factors with LDAstyle topic models (Lin and He, 2009; Brody and Elhadad, 2010; Zhao et al., 2010) . We are also related with non-neural models incorporating word embeddings (encoding local context) to learn latent topics (discovered from global context) (Nguyen et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016; Shi et al., 2017) . Compared with them -relying on expertise to customize inference algorithms, our model -in a neural architecture -does not require model-specific derivation, and enables interactions between global and local representations to be automatically learned. Though some neural models were recently proposed for our task (Wang et al., 2015; He et al., 2017) , they focus on local context, unable to leverage global information. Distinguishing from them, we examine how the coupled effects of global and local context can signal aspect words, which have never been studied before in previous work.
Our Neural Model Coupling Global and Local Context
This section describes our neural model coupling the force of global and local context for aspect extraction. Figure 1 shows our overall architecture. There are two modules composed, one for local context modeling and the other for global.
In the following, we first describe the formulation of input and output in Section 3.1. Then the local and global context modeling process will be in turn given in Section 3.2 and 3.3. 
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Input and Output
Before touching details to reveal how our model works, we first describe our input and output. Formally, given a corpus C with |C| sentences, {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x |C| }, we process each sentence x into two forms: word sequence form x seq and bag-of-words (BoW) form x bow . x seq = w 1 , w 2 , ..., w |x| , where w n indicates word index of the n-th word and |x| denotes the number of words. x bow is the BoW term vector over the vocabulary V . Here x seq (considering word order) is fed for modeling local context and learning how words co-occur with their neighbors, while x bow (following the bag-of-words assumption in most topic models (Blei et al., 2003; Miao et al., 2017) ) serves as the input for global context modeling and capture sentence-level word co-occurrence.
Our goal is to output distributional clusters of aspect words. Then following Qiu et al. (2011) 's practice, the top N nouns (N as a hyperparameter) from each cluster (ranked by likelihood) are selected as the extracted aspect words, considering most aspects are nouns.
Local Context Modeling
As mentioned above, local context modeling module takes word sequence form, x seq , as its input. In this module, each word w n ∈ x seq is first processed with an embedding layer and converted into an embedding vector e n . Then we employ long short-term memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) network to explore local context. Word embeddings e 1 , e 2 , ..., e |x| are processed into hidden states via recurrently exploring word co-occurrence with left neighbors. Specifically, for word w n , its hidden states h n is:
where f LST M (·) refers to an LSTM unit. The hidden states h 1 , h 2 , ..., h |x| are considered as the local representation, further leveraged in global context modeling and described later.
Global Context Modeling
Our global context modeling module is inspired by previous practice that discovers aspect words with LDA-fashion Bayesian graphical models (Lin and He, 2009) . We assume there are K latent aspect factors embedded in the the given corpus C. Each factor φ k (k = 1, 2, ..., K) is represented with a distributional word cluster over the vocabulary V . Also Inspired by neural topic models (Miao et al., 2017) , we adopt a variational auto-encoder (VAE) (Kingma and Welling, 2013), with an encoder and a decoder, to resemble the topic modelstyle data generation process. In doing so, we enable latent aspects, capturing word co-occurrence in both global and local context, to be learned in neural architecture. There are two main steps involved: First, the input sentence x (in BoW form x bow ) is encoded to global representation z. Conditioned on z, together with local representation h n (defined in Section 3.2 and n = 1, 2, ..., |x|), decoder further generates x bow , the BoW-form reconstruction of x bow . In the rest of this section, we first introduce how global representation z is learned by encoder from global context. Then we introduce how global and local representations are coupled to work together for data generation.
Global Representation Encoding. The encoder is employed to learn global representation, z, from x bow . Following Miao et al. (2017) , words in global context are assumed to satisfy Gaussian distribution, prior on mean µ and standard deviation σ. Their estimation formula are defined as:
where f * (·) is a neural perceptron performing a linear transformation operation followed by a nonlinear ReLU activation (Nair and Hinton, 2010) .
Coupling Global and Local Context. Recall we obtain the hidden states h n (n = 1, 2, ..., |x|) from local context modeling, and here we describe how we couple them with global representation z. Concretely, we employ attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015) over the hidden states in local representation, which, in aware of global information, aims to identify words in x that can usefully indicate its aspect factors. We design attention weight α n to measure the similarity between the semantic meaning of word w n and x's global representation z:
where f h (·) is a ReLU activation function. The context vector of this attention, namely globallyscoped local representation, is defined as:
In the next step, the decoder will use c for learning corpus-level aspect factors and reproducing x bow . Below comes more details.
Decoding Process. Given the global representation z and the globally-scoped local representation c, the decoder carries out the data generation process conditioned on both of them. For each input sentence x, we assume each word w n ∈ x bow is sampled conditioned on its aspect mixture, θ, a Kdim distribution reflecting x's composition of aspect factors. θ is then estimated with both z and c, conveying global and local context of x's words. The story describing x's generation process is:
• For the n-th word in x:
β n = sof tmax(f φ (θ)).
-Draw the word w n ∼ M ulti(β n ).
Here f * (·) is a ReLU-activated neural perceptron described above. Particularly, the weight matrix of f φ (·) (with the softmax normalization) are employed as the aspect-word distributions (distributional word clusters), φ, used to represent the latent aspect factors and serves as our main output.
Learning Objective. We design the learning objective of our entire framework as:
where p(z) is a standard Gaussian prior. The first term reflects encoding loss while the second estimation likelihood (for decoding). We refer the readers to Miao et al. (2017) aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) challenge (Pontiki et al., 2014 (Pontiki et al., , 2015 (Pontiki et al., , 2016 with human annotated aspects -one gathers restaurant reviews (henceforth restaurant) and the other consists of laptop reviews (henceforth laptop).
For model training and evaluation, we combine the training and test datasets for 2014-2016 ABSA (except for 2015 without laptop data released). Following common practice (Wagner et al., 2014) , a review sentence is considered as a data sentence for input. The statistics of our datasets are displayed in Table 2 . We can see that aspect words take around 25.0% of the vocabulary, yet less than 19.1% of the words per sentence. It is indicated the sparsity and diversity of aspect words, further suggesting the challenging of our task.
Preprocessing. Here are our preprocessing steps. First, we adopted NLTK toolkit for text tokenization. 1 Then, we normalized all letters into their lower cases. Next, we removed words appearing less than five times. Finally, for BoW-form input, we removed all stop words and punctuation following common practice in topic models (Blei et al., 2003) .
Parameter Setting. We applied pre-trained GloVe embedding (Pennington et al., 2014) for initialization in local context modeling. 2 The embedding dimension is set to 300, and batch size to 128. For the number of latent aspect factors, K, we tuned it on training data with five-fold validation and set it to 40. As for N , the number of nouns to be selected from each aspect word cluster, we set it to 30 following Qiu et al. (2011) .
In model training, we employ Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) , with learning rate set to 1e − 3, and run 20 epochs with early stop strategy adopted. Dropout strategy (Srivastava et al., 2014) is also adopted to avoid overfitting.
Evaluation Metrics. To ensure comparable performance, for clustering-based approaches, we select the top 30 nouns from 40 aspect clusters, same as our set up. For the rest, the top 1, 200 nouns are extracted. Here we adopt two sets of evaluation metrics. First, we follow Qiu et al. (2011) to test sentence-level aspect extraction, where the intersection of our selection and the words appear in a review sentence are considered as the extracted aspects. In this evaluation, we report precision, recall, and F1 scores. Second, we evaluate our ability to build aspect lexicon (a.k.a. corpus-level extraction) following Hamilton et al. (2016) . We consider all the annotated aspects as gold standard lexicon and adopt accuracy for evaluation.
Comparisons. We first consider a simple baseline that randomly selects nouns as aspect words (henceforth RANDOM). We also compare with extracting-and clustering-based baselines -TF-IDF (Bahdanau et al., 2015) , K-MEANS (Lloyd, 1982) (implemented with sklearn toolkit 3 and taking Glove embedding for similarity measure), and BTM 4 (Yan et al., 2013) , state-of-the-art in short text topic modeling and well-performed in aspect extraction (He et al., 2017) .
In addition, we consider the following recently proposed unsupervised models in comparison: LF-LDA (Nguyen et al., 2015) , LDA topic model incorporating word embeddings (GloVe is applied here), and ABAE (He et al., 2017) , the state-ofthe-art attention-based model for unsupervised aspect extraction. Besides the existing models, we also compare with our variant that only models global context with neural topic model (henceforth GBC ONLY). The full model coupling global and local context is hence referred to as LCC+GBC.
Experimental Result
In this section, we first discuss comparison results with unsupervised aspect extraction models in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 shows what our model learns and interprets why it can discover aspect words. Next, in Section 5.3, we carry out an empirical study over how global and local context indicate aspect words. Last, we further discuss our 3 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/ 4 https://github.com/xiaohuiyan/BTM parameter effects and main error in Section 5.4.
Aspect Extraction Results
Main Comparison Results. In Table 3 , we report the aspect extraction results on two datasets. Several interesting observations can be drawn:
• All models tend to yield better F1 on restaurant yet better Acc on laptop. We find that restaurant exhibits generally worse model performance on corpus-level extraction than that on sentence level. The opposite findings is whereas drawn on laptop. It might be because restaurant contains more distinct aspects (shown with the larger |Apt| in Table 2 ). It is possibly due to the prominence of rare aspects, which is challenging to be discovered.
• Simple baselines do not work well. Both RANDOM and TF-IDF perform poorly, indicating the challenge of unsupervised aspect extraction.
• Global context can well indicate aspects. We observe that approaches based on topic models (BTM, LF-LDA, and our models) perform better than others. The results indicate that aspect words do vary from other words in global context distributions. Topic model-based approaches, via exploiting sentence-level word co-occurrence, can thus effectively identify aspect words.
• Coupling global and local context is effective. By combining topic models (global context) with word embeddings (local context), LF-LDA produces the second best F1. Also, our full model LCC+GBC outperforms its variant GBC ONLY in F1. These observations indicate the benefit of joint modeling of global and local context to discover aspect words.
Besides, by comparing model performance over the two datasets, we observe that all models perform worse on laptop. An intuitive explanation is that laptop reviews generally concern wide 4: Top 30 words of sample latent aspects learned by our variant GBC ONLY (on the left) and full model LCC+GBC (on the right). The top displays the outputs on restaurant dataset and the bottom laptop. Aspect words are in boldface and blue (annotated in least one sentence), while sentiment words are in italic and red. range of aspects (e.g., screens, battery, etc.), while restaurant reviews tend to be centered around general aspects (e.g., food and service). Aspect words thus exhibit sparse occurrence patterns in laptop reviews, rendering generally worse model performance. Section 5.3, we will discuss more. For the same reason, local context helps LCC+GBC obtain larger margin on laptop, compared with models relying on global word co-occurrence.
Model Interpretation
Here we probe into our output and study why LCC+GBC model works.
Topic Coherence. We first analyze the coherence of our latent aspects, where C V metrics, a widely-applied automatic topic coherence measure (Röder et al., 2015) is adopted. LCC+GBC's latent aspects achieves C V coherence scores of 0.401 and 0.393 on restaurant and laptop dataset, respectively, compared to 0.382 and 0.377 produced by GBC ONLY. It hence suggests the joint effects of global and local context also helps produce coherent aspects.
Sample Latent Aspects. We further conduct a qualitative analysis on the produced latent aspects. Table 4 shows the top 30 words (ranked by likelihood) of the sample latent aspects. LCC+GBC's output aspects look more coherent, with words having similar semantics clustered together, such as "course", "romantic", and "date" learned from restaurant dataset, and "skype", "remote", and "internet" from laptop. The possible reason is that words conveying similar semantic meanings tend to appear in similar local context. LCC+GBC, via coupling local context with global one, is thus able to capture such semantic representations. We also notice that LCC+GBC discovers more rare aspects, such as "pastrami" (from restaurant) and "gui" (from laptop). These words, though may exhibit sparse occurrence and unable to be discovered purely with global context, might be effectively indicated by their local context. This reveals the benefit of combining the effects of global and local context for aspect extraction.
In addition, we notice that our output aspect clusters include some sentiment words. It is possibly because aspect words tend to co-occur with sentiment ones in both global and local context. Thus without supervision, it is likely our models discover them together. These findings suggest our potential benefit on extracting sentiment words -which can be easily separated from aspects by their POS tags (Qiu et al., 2011) ). Such extension is beyond the scope of this paper but worth exploring in future work.
Case Study. To understand what LCC+GBC learns resulting its superiority in aspect extraction. We take the two samples in Table 1 as input. Figure 2 visualizes their globally-scoped attention weights (defined in Eq. 3). We observe that LCC+GBC assigns high attention weights for aspect words "laptop", "price", and "i7". Also highlighted are the neighboring words "for the" in both attentions, usefully signaling their next word to be aspect. The results indicate LCC+GBC learns meaningful information via exploring inter- actions between global and local representation.
Analysis of Global and Local Context
To extensively understand the effects of global and local context on aspect identification, we carry out an empirical study on our datasets.
Aspects vs. Non-aspects. We first compare the global and local word occurrence statistics in context of aspect and non-aspect words. This is to empirically analyze why LCC+GBC can effectively distinguish aspect and non-aspect words.
To examine global context, Figure 3 presents distributions of word pair co-occurrence in sentences, with two lines corresponding to aspect and non-aspect pairs. It is seen different distribution are exhibited by aspect and non-aspect pairs, with non-aspect ones flatly distributed over varying frequency while the aspect pairs are more sparse. This indicates global context, capturing how words co-appear in sentences, can indeed help distinguish aspect and non-aspect words.
We also notice that aspect pair distributions are slightly different on two datasets. On restaurant dataset, we observe a pulse on pairs occurring 10 − 20 times, while the distribution on laptop is a long tail. This demonstrates the sparse aspect occurrence patterns in laptop dataset (probably owing to the broad range of aspects discussed there), also explains the general worse performance on it (compared to restaurant and shown in Table 3 ).
We then analyze local context and show the distribution of POS tags (predicted with NLTK toolkit) in left and right neighbors. We take laptop dataset as an example to discuss, and similar observations are drawn from restaurant. For better displays, from 34 POS tags in total, we pick up the top 5 tags in aspects' and non-aspects' neighbors respectively. Distributions are shown over their union set in Figure 4 . In both left and right context, we observe aspects and non-aspects exhibit different distributions for their neighboring POS tags. For example, aspect words are likely to have "DT" (e.g., an, this) appearing as left while "RB" (e.g., highly, barely) frequently acting as non-aspects' left neighbors while rarely in aspects'.
In addition, we display in Table 5 the top 10 neighboring bigrams in left context. Although it is merely a qualitative human judgement at this point, we can draw some interesting observations from the results. For example, some opinioned bigrams, such as "a great" and "love the", are likely to appear on the left local context of aspects (opinion targets). Such patterns may usefully indicate aspect words and help distinguish them from nonaspect ones. As for right bigram neighbors, they exhibit sparse occurrence patterns, hence might provide less useful clues. We will analyze the effects of left and right local context next.
Aspects
Non-aspects easy to, and the, of the, for the, with the, a great, that the, it 's, all the, love the of the, it is, and the, is a, battery life, to use, it 's, with the, i have, for the Local Context Modeling. We then compare and discuss the effectiveness of varying modules to capture local representation. The performance of our variants combined with varying local encoders are shown in Table 6 . It is observed that all variants with attention, in aware of global context and put over local representation, yield better performance. This shows that attention mechanism is able to capture interactions between global and local representations, which are useful in discovering aspect words. We also notice that LSTM encoder performs better than CNN and BI-LSTM. Varying Aspect Frequency. Recall that the sample aspects in Table 4 suggest more rare aspects discovered by LCC+GBC compared with GBC ONLY. We conduct an analysis on model performance to discover aspects with varying frequency. Figure 5 compares the recall scores produced by ABAE, GBC ONLY, and LCC+GBC when retrieving varying aspect quintiles (5quantile) (ranked by frequency). It shows ABAE performs better in discovering low-frequency aspects while GBC ONLY better at recognizing frequent ones. It suggests global context is more useful to indicate common aspects while local context better at signaling rare ones. LCC+GBC, capturing the coupled effects of global and local context, can identify both common and rare aspects, and thus yield superior performance. Figure 6 : F1 scores of our models (in y-axis) given varying aspect number K (in x-axis). LCC+GBC performs consistently better than GBC ONLY .
Further Discussion
Parameter Analysis In main results, we fix the number of latent aspects to K = 40. In Figure 6 , we further examine how our models (GBC ONLY and LCC+GBC) perform given varying number of K. Here to ensure comparable performance, we set N = 1200/K. It is seen that LCC+GBC yields consistently better F1 than GBC ONLY. We also observe that both models do not exhibit monotomic curves, where LCC+GBC obtains the best performance given K = 40, consistent with the validation results.
Error Analysis. Here we analyze our main errors types. One major type is caused by wrongly identifying aspect phrases, such as "windows 7", where "7" is missed possibly ascribed to its sparse occurrence. We have such errors owning to modeling context in word level and sometimes fail to capture semantics in coarser grain. One possible solution is to extend our global context modeling module to learn phrase-level semantics (He, 2016) . Another main errors occur when processing context-sensitive aspect words. For example, "hard" indicates aspect in "The hard drive is fast.", rather than "It is hard to use that laptop.". Our model, failing to distinguish "hard" in varying context, considers it as aspect for both sentences. To deal with such error, we can adopt context-aware decoders, such as Hu et al. (2017) , to distinguish word semantics in different context.
Conclusion
We have presented a study of unsupervised aspect extraction via exploring the coupled effects of global and local context. A neural model has been proposed to learn the interactions between global and local representations indicative of aspect words. Experiment results on two benchmark datasets show our model outperform comparison approaches modeling local or global context only.
We find out three interesting points in empirical analysis over global and local context: First, aspects and non-aspects exhibit distinguishing distributions in either global and local context; Second, in local context, left neighbors can better indicate aspect words compared with the right; Third, local context can better indicate rare aspects while global signals common aspects better.
